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Chapter 2. Matter Waves and Special Relativity
“Ignorance is preferable to error; and he is less remote from the
truth who believes nothing, than he who believes what is wrong.”
— Thomas Jefferson, Notes on Virginia (Query VI)
2.1. Introduction
“Science is the belief in the ignorance of experts.”
 Richard Feynman [1969]
Early attempts at a wave theory of light presumed that light waves propagate through a
universal medium in the same manner as sound waves through air. This medium was dubbed the
luminiferous ‗aether‘. Christian Huygens [1690] [Figure 2.1] published an explanation of
reflection and refraction based on the principle that each surface of a wave-front can be regarded
as a source of secondary waves. Huygens also discovered that birefringent crystals can separate
light rays into two distinct components (polarizations). Isaac Newton, among others, doubted the
wave hypothesis in part because it could not explain this property of polarization. Nonetheless
Newton did perceive a similarity between color and the vibrations which produce sound tones.
In 1675 Olaf Roemer attributed variations in the observed orbital periods of Jupiter‘s moons
to variable light propagation distance between Jupiter and Earth. This interpretation, combined
with Giovanni Domenico Cassini‘s parallax determination of interplanetary distances in 1672,
determined the speed of light to be about 2.1 10 8 m/s (recent measurements put the value at
2.99792  10 8 m/s).
Because light, unlike particles, propagates at a characteristic speed, Thomas Young [Figure
2.2] was convinced that light consists of waves. He demonstrated this wave nature by producing
interference fringes from light passing through two narrow slits. Then in 1817 he explained
polarization by proposing that light waves consist of transverse vibrations such as occur in an
elastic solid. Augustin Fresnel [Figure 2.3] adopted Young‘s idea of transverse vibrations and
developed a highly successful theory which explained diffraction and interference in addition to
reflection and refraction. He supposed the aether to resist distortion in the same manner as a
elastic solid whose density is proportional to the square of the refractive index.
A conceptual problem with a solid aether is the question of how ordinary matter can coexist
and move freely through it. George Gabriel Stokes [Figure 2.4] proposed that the aether was
analogous to a highly viscous fluid or wax: elastic for rapid vibrations but fluid-like with respect
to slow-moving matter. A more direct difficulty with the solid aether model was that density
variations (e.g. at the interface between vacuum and medium) led to coupling between transverse
and longitudinal waves, a phenomenon not observed for light waves. James MacCullagh [1839]
[Figure 2.5] avoided this problem by proposing a ‗rotationally elastic‘ aether whose potential
energy  depends only on rotation (approximated by curl of displacement a):
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The resulting wave equation is:
 2a
 2      a
t
which is simply the equation of elastic shear waves which we derived in Chapter 1. Matter was
now presumed to alter the elasticity of the aether rather than its density. This model successfully
accounted for all of the known properties of light. Joseph Boussinesq [1868] [Figure 2.6]
proposed that the aether could be regarded as an ordinary ideal elastic solid whose physical
properties (density and elasticity) are unchanged by interaction with matter. The optical
properties of matter were thus entirely due to the manner in which matter interacts with the
aether. With this approach any classical optical phenomenon could be consistently modeled
simply by finding the appropriate interaction term.
In spite of these successes, scientists continued to pursue theories of a fluid aether through
which solid matter could propagate. William Thomson (Lord Kelvin) [Figure 2.7] attempted to
model the aether as a ‗vortex sponge‘: a fluid full of small-scale vortices with initially random
orientation. He argued that this system could support transverse waves analogous to those in an
elastic solid. James Clerk Maxwell [1861a,b, 1862a,b] [Figure 2.8] modeled the aether as a
network of rotating elastic cells interspersed with rolling spherical particles in order to derive the
equations of electricity and magnetism. His resultant equations for light waves are equivalent to
those of MacCullagh.
Since matter was presumed to move through the aether as particles moving through a fluid,
many attempts were made to directly measure the relative motion between the earth and the
aether. The most notable of these was an experiment first reported by Albert Michelson [Figure
2.9] in 1881 and subsequently improved [Michelson and Morley 1887]. Interference fringes
were formed by combining two beams of light which propagated along perpendicular paths. If
the earth moves with respect to the aether then light propagating back and forth along a path
aligned with the earth‘s motion should have a slightly slower average velocity than light
propagating perpendicular to the earth‘s motion. Therefore the fringes should shift if the
apparatus is rotated so that a given beam is alternately parallel and perpendicular to the direction
of the earth‘s motion. However, no such effect was observed in this or other ‗aether-drift‘
experiments.
Oliver Lodge [1893] demonstrated that the velocity of light is not noticeably affected by
nearby moving matter, indicating that aether is not dragged along with matter. George FitzGerald
proposed that the inability to measure motion relative to the aether could be explained if matter
contracts along the direction of motion through the aether [Lodge 1892]. Joseph Larmor [1900]
noted that in addition to the shortening of length, moving clocks should also run slower. Hendrik
Lorentz [1904] [Figure 2.10] combined length contraction and time dilation to obtain the
complete coordinate transformations. Henri Poincaré [1904] [Figure 2.11] gave the name
‗Principle of Relativity‘ to the doctrine that absolute motion is undetectable. He also deduced
that inertia increases with velocity and that no velocity can exceed the speed of light. Albert
Einstein [1905a] reformulated relativity with the more positive assertion that the speed of light is
a universal constant independent of observer motion.
One difficulty with the classical theory of light was a lack of success in describing radiation
from a cavity at a fixed temperature (a ‗black body‘). Max Planck [1900] [Figure 2.12] derived
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the correct formula for blackbody radiation by supposing light to be emitted by vibrators whose
energy   nh is an integral multiple n of a constant h multiplied by the frequency . Albert
Einstein [1905b] used the idea that radiation consists of discrete quanta in order to explain the
photo-electric effect, in which the frequency of light must exceed a certain threshold in order to
liberate electrons from a metal. Niels Bohr [1913] [Figure 2.13] used quantization of angular
momentum and energy to derive energy levels and spectral frequencies of the hydrogen atom.
Recognizing that quantization is often associated with waves and vibrations, Louis Victor de
Broglie [1924] [Figure 2.14] proposed in his doctoral thesis that electrons have a wave-like
character with energy    and momentum. Bohr‘s quantization of angular momentum is
then equivalent to the requirement that stable electron orbits contain an integral number of
electron wavelengths. Walter Elsasser [1925] suggested that this wave property of electrons
might explain maxima and minima in the angular distribution of electrons scattered from a
platinum plate in experiments reported by Clinton Davisson and Charles Kunsman. The wave
nature of electrons was confirmed in 1927 when electron diffraction by crystals was clearly
demonstrated in experiments by Davisson and Lester Germer [1927] [Figure 2.15], and
independently by George Thomson and A. Reid [1927] [Figure 2.16].
The discovery of the wave-like propagation of matter actually solves the historic dilemma of
how matter can move freely through a solid aether. In addition, the elastic medium itself need not
change at all at the interface between vacuum and matter, thus explaining the lack of coupling to
longitudinal waves. The wave nature of matter also leads directly to the Principle of Relativity
without any modification of the classical Galilean view of Euclidean space and absolute time, as
will be shown below. However, mechanical modeling of fundamental physical processes was no
longer in vogue at the time of this discovery. Matter waves were not regarded as ordinary
classical waves.
2.2. Measurements with waves
"If we are to achieve results never before accomplished, we
must employ methods never before attempted."
 Francis Bacon
The first part of the following discussion closely follows Einstein‘s explanation of special
relativity but with different rationale [Einstein 1956]. Let us consider the transformations
between coordinates of relatively moving observers who measure distances by timing how long
it takes for waves to propagate back and forth between two points. The defining equation would
be:
3

d s2  x 2  y 2  z 2   xi 2  c 2t 2p

(1)

i 1

where ds is the spatial distance between two points at a fixed time, c is an arbitrary constant, and
tp is the time it would take to propagate a wave from one point to the other if they remained
stationary. With this definition of distance, the constant c is simply a scaling factor which relates
the units of distance to the units of time. This distance corresponds to the usual definition of
distance if c is the speed of the wave used in the measurement.
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Now suppose we consider propagation of a wave from point P1 to point P2. In a reference
frame in which the points are stationary, Eq. 3 holds. An observer in a different inertial reference
frame using the same definition of distance would have:
3

2
2 2
 xi   c t p

(2)

i 1

The quantity x   y   z   c 2t 2p is therefore zero for both observers. Allowing for an
arbitrary offset, the invariance of this quantity for different observers is precisely the condition
which Lorentz used to derive the relativistic transformations. The quantity
2

c t

2

2

 x 2  y 2  z 2  is sometimes called the ‗separation‘.
For example, suppose a submarine navigator is using sonar both to measure time and to
detect fish in the water. The sailors use special sonar clocks which measure time by cycling
sound wave pulses back and forth across a fixed distance in the water perpendicular to the
direction of motion. Each cycle of wave transmission, reflection, and detection at the original site
of transmission constitutes a tick of the clock. In this analysis we will neglect any effects of
displacement of water by moving submarines.
2 2

12

Figure 2.17: Time Dilation: The clock on O ticks slower than the clock on O by the factor

1  v 2 c s2 because waves travel farther between transmission and detection. Both O and O measure the
same number of clock cycles for a wave to propagate from their own sub to the fish and back. Hence they
agree on distances perpendicular to the direction of relative motion.

2.2.1. Time dilation
If both the sub and the fish are at rest in the water, a sound wave reflected from the fish at
distance  would return after time t=2/cs, where cs is the sound speed. The distance to the fish is
therefore taken to be = cst/2. Suppose now that the sub and fish are moving together in the water
with common speed v perpendicular to the original direction of wave propagation (Figure 2.17).
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The path of the sonar clock waves forms two sides of a triangle for each cycle. A similar triangle
is formed by the wave propagation to the fish and back. Therefore the number of clock ticks
which occur during wave propagation to the fish and back is independent of speed. If the
navigator doesn‘t realize that she is moving, she would assume the same relation between
distance and time: == cst/2. The navigator of a second submarine sitting still in the water
would observe the wave propagate over a distance:
 vt 
d  cs t  2  2   
2

2

(3)

Substituting = cs t/2 and solving for t´ yields:
t   t 1  v 2 cs2

(4)

This equation merely expresses the fact that the clock on the moving submarine ticks more
slowly that the stationary clock because the waves have farther to travel between ticks. Hence the
time (t) measured by the stationary observer is longer than the time (t) measured by the moving
observer. This phenomenon is referred to as ‗time dilation‘.
It is obvious that if the unprimed observer is truly stationary with respect to the water,
then the moving clock does in fact tick more slowly. This is not merely an illusion. What is
interesting is that the wave measurements performed by these submarines are insufficient to
determine which sub is actually moving with respect to the water. Therefore the moving sub
would interpret the stationary clock as running slowly, and in this case the effect is an illusion.
This point will be discussed below in connection with Doppler shifts.
Since the stationary navigator sees the fish (and first sub) move a distance x=vt while the
wave is propagating, the above equation can be rewritten as:

t 



t 1  v 2 cs2
1 v

2

cs2



t  vx cs2
1 v

2

(5)

cs2

which is the Lorentz transformation of time between two observers, with the primed observer
moving in the x-direction with velocity +v with respect to the unprimed observer.
2.2.2. Length contraction
Since both observers measure the same distance =, the transformation of coordinates
perpendicular to the motion must be simply:
y  y
z  z
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Figure 2.18: Length Contraction: The true wave propagation time for the co-moving sub and fish is
longer than for the stationary sub and fish by the factor 1/(1-v2/cs2). Since the moving clock runs slow, the
perceived propagation time is longer only by the factor 1

1  v 2 c s2 . Hence the stationary sub observes

a shorter length than the moving sub.

Now suppose that the first sub and fish are moving relative to the second sub parallel to the
direction of wave propagation [Figure 2.18].
As seen by the stationary sub, the frequency of the sonar clock on the first sub is slow
according to Eq. 6 since the measured time t is proportional to the moving clock frequency 
times the absolute time t:

   1  v 2 cs2

(6)

The absolute distance between the fish and sub remains constant at . However the relative speed
between the outgoing wave and the target fish is (c-v) whereas the relative speed between the sub
and the incoming wave is (c+v). Therefore the propagation time is:

t



2


c  v  c  v  c 1  v 2 c 2





(7)

Of course the moving sub still uses the relation = cst/2. Substituting the temporal relation

t  t  1  v 2 c 2 yields the relation between lengths:
 

ct 1  v 2 c 2
2





(8)

1 v2 c2

The stationary observer measures a shorter length than the moving observer. This phenomenon is
known as length contraction. In this case the moving observer measurement is artificially long
due to the fact that the actual sound velocity relative to the observer is not the same for the
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outgoing and incoming directions. Since the wave propagates for a longer time in the direction of
slower relative motion, the effect is an apparent increase in length relative to a stationary
observer. Again, however, it is important to realize that the wave measurements alone do not
determine which observer is moving.
As noted previously, the origin of the moving frame corresponds to x=vt in the stationary
frame. Therefore the coordinate transformation is obtained by x and  x vt:

x 

x  vt

(9)

1  v 2 cs2

which is the Lorentz transformation of position along the direction of motion.
It is customary to use the definitions:

  v cs

  1  v 2 c s2 

(10)

1 2

A useful identity is:

1   2 2   2

(11)

Using the above expessions, the Lorentz transformations become:

c s t   c s t   x
x   x   c s t

(12)

y  y
z  z
where subscripts are used to emphasize that we are discussing sound waves.
The inverse transformations merely change the sign of v (or ):

cs t  cs t    x
x  x   cs t 

(13)

y  y
z  z

Thus we see how Lorentz transformations can be obtained by using sonar or any other type
of wave to measure time and distance. Lorentz invariance is not a property of time and space per
se. Rather it results from the methods used to measure time and distance. If the above-mentioned
sailors were to rendezvous to share their data and some vodka, they might conclude after a few
drinks that absolute time and space in moving underwater reference frames are related by
Lorentz transformations using the speed of sound in water. After sobering up, however, they
would realize that sonar is not the only way to measure time and distance and that their
measurements are not evidence of any non-classical properties of underwater space-time.
2.2.3. Length and time standards
The sonar clock might seem like an odd sort of clock, but consider the standard definition of
a second, which is 9,192,631,770 periods of the radiation corresponding to the transition between
the two hyperfine levels of the ground state of the cesium 133 atom.1 If we regard the cesium
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atom as a kind of optical cavity which resonates at the prescribed frequency, then this is quite
similar to our sonar clock.
Consider also that the standard definition of the meter is the length of the path traveled by
light in vacuum during a time interval of 1/c =1/299,792,458 of a second.1 So we do in fact
equate length with wave propagation time just as our hypothetical sailors do, and the quantity c
is nothing more than a unit conversion factor.
2.2.4. Doppler shift
Thus far we have shown that when waves are used to measure distance and time, the spacetime coordinates transform between relatively moving observers according to the Lorentz
transformations. Transformation of other dynamical variables is straightforward.
The phase of a plane wave is given by:

  k  x  t

(14)

This quantity is independent of observer motion. Therefore:
k   x  t   k  x  t
For motion along the x-axis we can plug in the inverse transformations for x and t to obtain:
k x x    t   k x x    c s t    t    x  c s 
k y y   k y y

(15)

k z z   k z z

The coefficients of t must be equal on both sides of the equation, and likewise for the
coefficients of x. Therefore:

      c s k x
k x  k x    c s

(16)

k y  k y
k z  k z

Letting =v/c, the transformation for arbitrary direction of relative velocity is:

      β  ck 
ck||   ck||   

(17)

k   k 

Hence the spatio-temporal frequency components (ck) transform in the same manner as the
coordinates (ct,x). Quantities which transform according to these Lorentz transformations are
called ‗four-vectors‘. Each four-vector has three spatial components and a temporal component.
Other examples of four-vectors include:
c, v 
Four  velocity

E

c  mc ,p  mv 
Energy, momentum
c, J 
Electromag netic charge, current
Note that for light waves |ck|=|ck|=. Hence the frequency and wave vector transformations
for motion parallel to k can be written as:
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    1     
k||  k|| 1   

1 
1 
(18)

k   k   0
The first of these equations is the relativistic Doppler shift formula for light waves.
The relativistic Doppler shift has a simple interpretation. First, consider the classical Doppler
shifts as shown in the Figure below.

Figure 2.19: Classical Doppler shifts for moving (approaching) source and detector differ by
a factor of 1   1     1  2 . This factor is not affected by reversal of the velocity direction.
Consider a stationary observer O in a lighthouse which pulsates with angular frequency .
An observer O moves away from the lighthouse starting at t=0 in a speedboat. As a moving
detector, O receives a classically Doppler-shifted frequency of  1    . However, O‘s clock is
running slow by the factor 1/ because the boat is moving. Hence O perceives the incident wave
frequency to be higher by the factor so that =  1    . The stationary observer O would
agree with this correct description of events. Note that observer O can measure the speed of
observer O by measuring the time of flight of radar pulses which reflect off of O and back to O.
Successive pulses separated by transmission time interval T will be received with delay time
interval R=T(1+v/c), yielding v=c(R T)/T.
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Figure 2.20: Velocity Measurement: Radar signals sent simultaneously by O and O will also be
received simultaneously after reflection. Although O‘s clock ticks slowly, the proportionality between
radar pulse propagation time and total time elapsed is the same as for O. Therefore both O and O
measure the same relative velocity.

Conversely, the observer O incorrectly believes that he is stationary and that O is moving. O
measures the speed of recession of the lighthouse via radar. The true propagation time of the
each pulse is the same as measured by O (see Figure above). The fact that O‘s clock is running
slowly reduces all of his measured times by the factor 1/, but this does not affect the
proportionality between the transmission time interval and the reception time interval. Therefore
O sees O recede with speed v.
Observer O observes the lighthouse light fluctuate with frequency =  1    . This
formula accounts for slowing of the moving clock and Doppler shift at the moving (receding)
receiver. O presumes the detected frequency to be classically Doppler shifted at the source by a
factor of 1 1    . Correcting for this Doppler shift yields  1    for the co-moving source
frequency. Since O thinks that O‘s clock is slow, the correction factor  is again introduced to
obtain the frequency perceived at the source. This leads to:
 1 
 1 

   1      






(19)

which is of course the inverse frequency transformation. Note that O incorrectly attributes the
Doppler shift to a moving source rather than a moving detector, resulting in an erroneous factor
of (1+)(1−)=1/2. However, this mistake is exactly compensated by the fact that O incorrectly
believes that O‘s clock is running slower by the factor 1/ when in fact it is running faster by the
factor . O mistakenly multiplies by  when he should have divided by gamma to correct for the
different clock rates (an erroneous factor of 2). The erroneous factors of 2 and 1/2 cancel and
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O correctly deduces the frequency  for the stationary source at O. This cancellation of errors
renders impossible the determination of motion relative to the medium which carries the wave. It
is the crux of special relativity.
2.3. Matter waves and light
“It is better to light one small candle than to curse the darkness.”
(“與其詛咒黑暗, 不如然起蠟燭”)
 Confucius (孔夫子)
One limitation of the above discussion is that sound waves in water are too simple to serve as
a model of matter. The sonar clock had to be oriented perpendicular to the direction of motion so
that its apparent length was independent of velocity. Another problem is that sound waves are
scalar waves, described by a single number (e.g. pressure) at each point. A more interesting
medium to consider is an elastic solid, which can support shear waves whose amplitude
(displacement or rotation) can have multiple components. Waves which include significant
rotations are especially of interest because this allows for intrinsic, or spin, angular momentum in
addition to the orbital angular momentum associated with propagation of the wave.
The above results show that the equations of special relativity are applicable to a wide variety
of wave phenomena. The Lorentz transformations relate wave measurements made in different
frames of reference. It is well-known (and easily verified) that any wave equation of the form:

 2

2 2
2
 2 c  M  f  0
 t


(20)

with invariant scalar M is invariant under Lorentz transformations with wave speed c. In other
words Lorentz invariance is a general property of waves and not specific to electromagnetic
waves.
Now we are in a position to appreciate what is special about light. Ordinarily we do not
measure distances and times by propagating waves back and forth. Instead we use material
clocks and rulers. The amazing thing about material clocks and rulers is that the resulting
distance and time measurements transform with exactly the same Lorentz transformations as
would be obtained if the measurements had been made by propagating light waves. In other
words, matter behaves as if it consists of waves which propagate at the speed of light. Since
matter can appear to be stationary, we must suppose that the waves somehow propagate in cyclic
paths in the ‗rest‘ frame. Such waves are commonly referred to as soliton waves.
Historically, the equations of relativity were derived from the observation that absolute
motion is undeterminable. Einstein reformulated relativity on the basis that the speed of light is
independent of observer motion. Yet now we have a simpler alternative postulate for special
relativity: matter consists of waves which propagate at the speed of light. This physical picture
suggests that matter and anti-matter can annihilate into photons and vice versa because photons
and matter are simply different packets of the same type of wave. We will see that our new
hypothesis is also consistent with the Dirac equation for the electron, in which the velocity
operator has eigenvalues of magnitude c. Mass is associated with a reduction in group velocity
which may be attributed to rotation of the wave propagation direction.
© Copyright 2001-2009 Robert A. Close. All rights reserved.
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With respect to aether-drift experiments such as performed by Michelson and Morley, it is
clear that if matter waves have the same speed as light waves then any effect of earth‘s
propagation through the vacuum would equally affect the light waves and the apparatus used to
measure them. It has long been recognized that Lorentz invariance of matter is required to
explain the null result of such experiments.2 What has not been generally recognized (though
there are numerous exceptions) is that the wave nature of matter provides the basis for relativity
and is entirely consistent with classical notions of absolute space and time.
2.3.1. Soliton waves
Let c represent the characteristic speed of transverse waves in an elastic medium. The
equation of evolution of the wave amplitude a(x,t) is:
 t2 a  c 2  2 a  u  a  w  a

(21)

Assume that the convection and rotation terms reduce to a constant coefficient of a, so that
each component satisfies:

 2 ai
t

2





 c 2  2  M 2 ai

It is common to use Fourier decomposition so that the wave equation can be written as:





 2 Ai  c 2 k 2  M 2 Ai

(22)

where Ai(k,) is the Fourier transform of the wave amplitude ai (x,t). The wave group velocity u
is given by:



d k 2  2  M 2
u
 c 
dk 




12

c

(23)

Solving for k   k u c 2 yields:

 u2 
k  1  2 
 c 



1 2

M
c

2

u 

M
c2

(24)

u

where we have used the familiar definition of  to obtain the expression on the right.
Substitution into the wave equation yields:


u2 
  M 1   2 2 

c 

12

 M

(25)

If we define M  mc 2  then we obtain the quantum mechanical relations:
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k  mu
  mc 2

 

2



mc 

2 2

1 u2 c2


muc 2  mc 2   muc 2
2
2 2







kc

mc
2 2

(26)

2

1 u

c

2.3.1. Energy and momentum
A special property of electron waves, which will be discussed in Chapter 3, is that the
energy is proportional to frequency ( E   ) and momentum is proportional to the wave vector
( p  k ). Classically, the quantity  must represent the integrated wave amplitude. We assume
that all matter waves have similar proportionalities, though perhaps with different integrated
wave amplitudes. Using these substitutions yields in the above equations yields the relativistic
relations:
p  mu
E  mc 2

(27)

E 2  p 2c 2  m 2c 4

This last equation, given the first two, merely expresses the tautology:





c2  u2  c2  u2  u2 

c2

(28)

2

This is the Pythagorean relation for a right triangle with sides (c, u, c 2  u 2 ).

[Figure 21]
The hypotenuse c, which corresponds to energy, indicates that the disturbance moves with
speed c. The velocity v corresponds to momentum and indicates propagation in the direction of
the wave vector. The velocity

c 2  v 2 corresponds to mass and indicates propagation
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perpendicular to the wave vector (or at least independently from the wave vector: the
Pythagorean relation also holds, on average, for cycloidal motion, e.g.
u  xˆ  u  cos   xˆ || u  sin   u|| ). Since the propagation associated with mass does not yield
any net transport of the disturbance, it must be at least approximately periodic, and the simplest
assumption is circular motion. The general propagation of the wave would then be helical or
cycloidal (or in between). Hestenes [1990] has also proposed helical motion of elementary
particles.





If the stationary frequency of an elementary particle is really associated with circular motion
then we can compute the radius of the motion. For electrons we have:
R

c c
  3.86  10 11 cm
 E

(29)

Note that this quantity is different from the Bohr radius ( Re   2 me 2  5.29  10 9 cm )
which estimates the spatial extent of electric charge.
The definitions of E and pi lead directly to the equation of motion kiE=pi in the Fourier
domain. In the spatial domain this is the classical relationship between kinetic energy and
momentum:
E pi

xi
t

(30)

2.3.2. Transformation of velocity
The expression for group velocity can be combined with the transformation laws for frequency
and wave vector to work out the transformation properties of the velocity. For relative motion
parallel to the velocity only the component k|| is affected :
u||  c 2

k||



 c2

k||    c
   ck||

c

1  c u
u  c
uv


c u   1   u c 1  uv c 2

(31)

This is the transformation law for velocity parallel to the direction of relative motion. For relative
motion perpendicular to the velocity the only change is to :

u   c 2

k 
k
u
 c2  

 

(32)

For an arbitrary direction of relative motion v, we use u||  u  v v to obtain the transformation
laws for components of velocity parallel ( u|| ) and perpendicular ( u  ) to the direction of relative
motion:
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u||  c 2

k||    c
  β  kc

u   c 2

u|| 

 c2

u||  c
c 2  cβ  u



u||  v
1 v u c2

k
k
u
 c2

  β  kc
   β  uc 


 1  u  v c 2 



u||  v
1 u  v c2

u  



(33)

u

 1 u  v c2



2.3.3. The twin paradox
One supposedly non-intuitive consequence of relativity is that two twins can change their
relative age through motion. If one twin (Theo=O) remains stationary while the other twin
(Primo=O) takes a high-speed journey through space, then the twin who traveled will return
younger that the twin who stayed home. A more common manifestation of this phenomenon is
that high-energy cosmic ray particles which zoom to earth at relativistic speeds have longer
lifetimes than otherwise identical slow-moving particles. Although the effect of motion on time
may seem almost magical, the explanation is really quite simple.
Consider a clock which counts the number of circular orbits executed by an electron wave.
Any clock made of matter waves will tick at a proportionate rate. While the stationary electron
executes a circular path, a moving electron executes a spiral (or cycloidal) path with the same
absolute speed c. Since the moving electron travels farther than the stationary electron during
each rotation cycle, a moving electron clock (t=) will tick more slowly than a stationary one
(t=). For a translational velocity of v||, the speed of circulation is:



v  c 2  v||2



12

c 

(34)

and therefore the moving clock ticks more slowly (t<t) by the factor:

t  v v


1 
t v
c

(35)

This is equivalent mathematically and similar physically to the derivation above of time dilation
for sound waves in water. Hence the moving Primo will age less than the stationary Theo.
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Figure 2.22: Time Dilation: Moving matter waves propagate farther than stationary matter waves during
each cycle. Therefore moving clocks tick more slowly than stationary clocks. dS = distance traveled in one
cycle of stationary wave, dT = translational distance. The distance formula for the cycloid is exact only for
an integer number of cycles.

We have stated before that wave measurements cannot determine absolute motion
relative to the medium. Therefore Primo should be younger than Theo even if they are initially
moving with respect to the medium. Suppose that the two twins Primo and Theo are initially
moving together with velocity v1 in the x direction. A stationary observer sees Primo slow to a
stop at t=0, wait for a time t=T1, then accelerate to speed v2 to catch up with Theo at time t= T1+
T2=T. In this case Primo is actually aging more rapidly than Theo at first, but then ages very
slowly while trying to catch up. Note that:
T1  T 1  v1 v2 
T2  T v1 v2 

At the time the twins meet up again, Theo has aged by T/1 since his clock is running slower than





1 2

a
stationary
clock
(using
).
But
Primo
 i  1  vi2 c 2
T1  T2  2  T 1  v1 v2  v1  2 v2  . The difference in their ages is therefore:

has

aged

by

1
v 
1 
TTheo  TP rimo  T   1  1 1   
v2   2  
 1
To second order in v/c terms, this difference is:
 1 v2
 1 v12 1 v1v2 
v   1 v22   


 
0
TTheo  TP rimo  T 1  12  1  1 1  1 

T

2 
2
2 
 2c
v
2
c
2
c
2
c




2 


where the inequality arises from the fact that v2 v1. More generally, we can try to minimize the
age difference with respect to v2 (for a given T and v1). The minimization condition is:
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1


  1  v1 1  1  


v2   2  
 1
which yields after a little algebra:
v1 
1  vv
1    1 22  2
v2   2  c
0

d
dv2

Substitution of this expression into the time difference yields:
1

vv
TTheo  TP rimo  T   1  1 22  2 
c
 1

Since  2 v2  v1 the inequality can be written as:

1
1 1 
v12 

TTheo  TP rimo  T   1  2   T   2   0
c 
 1
 1 1 
since  1  1 . Hence the twin who moves away and comes back always ages less than the twin
whose motion was constant. This is a simple consequence of the wave nature of matter.
2.4. Alternative interpretations
“A man may imagine things that are false, but he can only
understand things that are true, for if the things be false, the
apprehension of them is not understanding.”
— Isaac Newton
The reader should be warned that the simple interpretation of relativity presented here is not
generally understood. Since its inception at the dawn of the 20th century, the Principle of
Relativity has been interpreted as a physical law rather than as a purely mathematical
relationship between space and time measurements. It is believed that geometrical relationships
between measurements accurately represent the geometry of physical space. Such an
interpretation assumes that measurements of distance and time can approach perfection. The
four-dimensional space-time which satisfies the principle of relativity is usually referred to as
―Minkowski space‖. According to our point of view, Minkowski space is the space of
measurements made with waves propagating in a Galilean physical space-time.
It has long been recognized that compliance with the Principle of Relativity requires matter
waves to be Lorentz covariant. However the converse logic has been largely ignored. Lorentz
covariance is a property of waves, and the wave nature of matter implies the Principle of
Relativity for a classical Galilean space-time. Thus although absolute motion cannot be
measured using light and matter waves, there is no reason to presume that absolute motion has
no intrinsic meaning. The interpretation of relativity as a physical property of space-time is a
philosophical preference which is in no way justified by evidence.
Special relativity is entirely consistent with the ordinary limitations of measurement in a
Euclidean space with absolute time. This simple fact explains why classical models of
© Copyright 2001-2009 Robert A. Close. All rights reserved.
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disturbances in the aether have historically produced physical equations consistent with the
Principle of Relativity.
2.5. Suggested Exercises
1. Find the velocity v(v1,v2) for which a single Lorentz transformation is equivalent to successive
Lorentz transformations for velocities v1 and v2.
2. Suppose that two twins are moving together at speed v. One twin stops and is therefore aging
faster than the twin whose motion is unchanged. Show that measurements made by the twins
(ignorant of their initial motion) would nonetheless indicate that the twin whose motion
remained constant is aging faster. (Solution: If clocks are initially synchronized with absolute
frequency  c , the twin who stops would emit a clock frequency of c . This frequency
would be detected by the unaccelerated twin (moving detector) as c 1   . Correcting for
classical Doppler shift at the source yields the believed frequency c 1   1        for
the twin who stopped.)
3. Model a ruler as a row of localized circulating waves whose orbits barely touch [OOOOOO].
Let the length of the ruler be the number of orbits. Measure time by counting wave cycles in a
single orbit. Show that for a wave traveling in a straight line from one end of the ruler to the
other, the ratio between the length of the ruler and the measured propagation time is
independent of the wave speed.
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